existing lower sign cabinet will remain
and paints to match PMS 7503u

re-paint to match 7517u

1225 North Lansing Avenue
Tulsa, Oklahoma 74106
ph: 918.587.7171
fax: 918.587.7176
web: cnfsigns.com

I hereby give my approval to proceed with fabrication of the signage depicted
in these drawings in order to meet the project deadline in a timely fasion.
I understand that any changes (additions, deletions, or modifications) to the
fundamental structure, underlying design, or the specific features of this
signage may result in slippage of the completion date, additional resource
requirements or additional cost.
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55'-8"
5'-0"

54'-2"

3'-0"

23'-2"

steel angle accent cabinet with .090 aluminum skin
Paints to match PMS 7517u
Sloan LEDstripe red borders

2'-8"

“7” is a fabricated letter cabinet. Clear Lexan back
with .090 returns. 1.5” retainers formed from .063
aluminum. Paints red PMS 485. Face is Lexan, one
piece if possible with translucent red vinyl overlay.
Returns are 6” deep. White LED illumination allows
letters to halo light white and face light red. Install
2.5” off face of cabinet

4'-5"

“CLANS” reverse channel letters fabricated with
.125 aluminum faces and 4” deep. Clear Lexan backs
with white LED halo illumination. Install 2.5” off face
of cabinet
15'-7"
“swoosh cabinet” fabricated as several cabinets with
seams behind letters. Face from .125 with 1.5” deep
returns from .063. Paints PMS 7502u to match
inset panel

7'-7"
11'-0"

steel angle frame top cabinet skinned in .090
aluminum. Paints to match PMS 7503u with PMS 7502u
inset panel

trim fabicated from .090 aluminum, paints to
match PMS 7511u

1'-0"
7'-0"
2'-2"

2'-10"

channel letters fabricated from .063 backs and 5”
deep, prefinished black returns. Faces are from 3/16”
white acrylic with 1” black trimcap

4'-5"

1'-0"

2'-0"

2'-11"

channel letters fabricated from .063 backs and 5”
deep, prefinished black returns. Faces are from 3/16”
white acrylic with 1” black trimcap and 3M light beige
translucent vinyl overlay

1'-0"

A

END VIEW
scale: 3/16" = 1'- 0"

B

ELEVATION
scale: 3/16" = 1'- 0"
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I hereby give my approval to proceed with fabrication of the signage depicted
in these drawings in order to meet the project deadline in a timely fasion.
I understand that any changes (additions, deletions, or modifications) to the
fundamental structure, underlying design, or the specific features of this
signage may result in slippage of the completion date, additional resource
requirements or additional cost.
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swoosh cabinet made in segments, routed faces
backed with acrylic and translucent vinyl overlays
and internally illuminated by white LEDs

A

ELEVATION
scale: 3/8" = 1'- 0"

B

PLAN VIEW
scale: 3/8" = 1'- 0"
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I hereby give my approval to proceed with fabrication of the signage depicted
in these drawings in order to meet the project deadline in a timely fasion.
I understand that any changes (additions, deletions, or modifications) to the
fundamental structure, underlying design, or the specific features of this
signage may result in slippage of the completion date, additional resource
requirements or additional cost.
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